Differential gene methylation in undifferentiated nasopharyngeal carcinoma.
Differential gene methylation is observed in a variety of human malignancies. The study of the pattern of methylated genes helps to understand carcinogenesis and to identify potential marker tumor genes for clinical use. The differential methylated genes in undifferentiated nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) of Chinese were studied by methylation-specific polymerase chain reaction (MSP). Methylation status of 11 tumor-associated genes (ARF, caspase-8, CDH1, CDKN2A, CDKN2B, MGMT, MLH1, RASSF1A, THBS1, TP73 and VHL) was studied in 30 primary undifferentiated NPC and paired peripheral blood of 12 patients. The methylation profile of NPC in order of frequency was CDH1 (50%), CDKN2B (50%), THBS1 (50%), RASSF1A (46%), MLH1 (40%), MGMT (28%), CDKN2A (23%), TP73 (20%), caspase-8 (7%), ARF (3%) and VHL (0%). Methylation of at least 1 gene was observed in 93% of primary NPC. Of the 12 patients with at least 1 methylated gene in the primary tumor, all 12 (100%) patients had at least 1 of the methylated gene promoter detectable in their peripheral blood. The results show high frequency of methylation in NPC and the potential of using methylation as peripheral blood tumor marker in screening NPC.